
3/4.8 ELECTRICAL Porn@ SYSTEMS

3/4.8. 1 A.C SOURCES

A.C. SOURCES OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power gggysss shaj.1 be
OPERABLE:

a. Two physically independent circuits between the off-site truss~'.,
network and the on-site Class lE distribution system, and

b. Pour of the five separate"and independent diesel generators*, eacl.
with:

1. Separate engine mounted day fuel tanks containing a minimum of
325 gallons of fuel.

2. A separate fuel storage system containing a minimum of 47„570
gallons of fuel for diesel generators A, B, C, 6 D; and 60,480
gallons for diesel generator E, and

3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY; OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.
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INSERT A

a. With one off-site circuit of the above 3.8.1.1.a required A.C.
electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY Of
the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.l.l.a within one hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter
and Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours
sequentially on four diesel generators unless previously and
successfully tested within the last 24 hours; restore at least two
off-site circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours.

b. With one diesel generator of 3.8.1.1.b inoperable for any reason other
than aligning diesel generator E to the Class lE distribution system,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the A.C. off-site sources by performing
Surveillance Requirement'.8.l.l.l.a within 1 hour and at least once
per 8 hours thereafter; and if the diesel generator became inoperable
due to any cause other than preplanned preventative maintenance or
testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE diesel
generator by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within
24 hours; restore the diesel generator to OPERABLE status within 72
hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

c. With one off-site circuit and one diesel generator inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.l.l.a within one hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter; and if the diesel generator became
inoperable due to any cause other than preplanned preventative
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
OPERABLE diesel generator by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8 hours, restore one of the inoperable sources to
OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
Restore the other A.C. power source (off-site circuit or diesel
generator) to OPERABLE status in accordance with the provisions of
Section 3.8.1. Action Statement a or b, as appropriate with the time
requirement of that Action Statement based on the time of initial loss
of the remaining inoperable A.C. power sources. A successful test of
diesel. OPERABILITY per Surveillance Requirement 4.8.l.1.2.a.4
performed under this Action Statement for an OPERABLE diesel" or a
restored to OPERABLE diesel satisfies the diesel generator, test
requirement of Action Statement a or b.
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Prfor to buf'. wfthfn 24 hours of removfng any df'esol genorator from service fn
order to do woA assocfated wfth tyblg fn the addftfonal dfesol generator,
Survofllanco Requfreaent 4. 8. 1. 1.2. a.4 shall be performed on the dfese]
generators whfch are to reaafn fn service.

When any dfesel generator fs reaoved from service fn order to do work asso-
ciated wfth tyfng fn the additional diesel generator, the ACTIONS shall read
as follows:

a. With one dfesel generator of the above required A.C. electrical powor
sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C.
sources by performing Survofllance Requirements 4.8.1.1.1.a'within ono
hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, within 72 hours and at least, once per 72 hours
thereafter; restore at loast -four diesel gonarators to OPERABLE status
within 60 days of accumulated tfe-fn outage tfae for all four dfosels or
bo fn at least HOT SHUTOObN wfthfn the next 12 hours and fn COLO SHUTGOQN
wfthfn the followfng 24 hours. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 aro
not applicable.

b. Wfth one offsfte circuit and one dfosol generator of the above required
A.C. electrfcal power sources fnoperablo, desonstrato the OPERABILITY 8f
the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Roqufrowents
4.8. l. l.l.a withfn one hour and 4.8. 1.1.2.a.4, within 24 hours and at
least once por 72 hours thereafter; restore at least two offsite circuits
to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or bo fn at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
the next 12 hours and fn COLO SHUTDOWN within the followfng 24 hours. With
the two offsfte circuits restored to OPERABLK status, follow ACTION a.

c. With one diesel genirator of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, fn addition to ACTION a or b, above, verify within
2 hours that all required systems, subsystems, trafns, components and
devices that depend on the remaining diesel generators as a source of
eehrgency power are also OPERABLE except as noted fa Spocfffcatfon
3.7".1.2; otherwise, be fn at least HOT SHUTOOWN within the next ]2 hours
and fn COLO SHUTOOWN withfn the following 24 hours.

d. With two of the above required offsfte cfrcufts inoperable, demonstrate
the OPERABILITY of four dfesel generators by performing Survafllance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, for one dfesal generator, at a time, within
four hours and at least once por 8 hours thereafter, unless tho dfesel
generators are already operating; restore at least one of the fnopor able
offsfte cfrcufts to OPERABLE status wfthfn 24 hours or,. be fn at least HOT

SNiTOSQ within the next 12 hours. With only one offsfto circuit restored
to OPERABLE status, restore at least two offsfte cfrcufts to OPERABLE

status wfthfn 72 hours f~ tfae of initial loss or be fn at least HOT

SHUTOSQ within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN wfthfn the following
24 hours.

With two or more of the above requfrod diesel generators inoperable, demon-

strate the OPERABILITY of the resainfng A.C. sources by performing Sur
vefllanco Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a within one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, for
ono diesel generator at a tfmo, within 2 hours; restore at least three of
the diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or bo fn at least
HOT SHUTOOMN within the next 12 hours and fn COLO SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours. With three diesel generators restored to OPERABLE

status, follow ACTION a.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 3/4 8 lai.
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LIHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION Continued

ACTIOH (Continued)

d.
With one diesel generator of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable for any reason other than aligning diesel
generator E to the Class 1E distribution system, in addition to
ACTION ~~s above, verify within 2 hours that all required
systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices that depend on

the remaining diesel generators as a source of emergency power are
also OPERABLE; otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

eight'.w.

ad& ~~<
o~ per 88ea
Hier'~~+<

With two of the above required offsite circuits inoperable, demonstrate
the OPERABILITY of four diesel generators by performing Surveillance
Requirement 4.8. l. 1.2. a.4, for one diesel generator at a time, within~ hours , unless the diesel
generators are already operating; restore at least one of the inoper-
able offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 24 hour's or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. With only one offsite
circuit restored to OPERABLE status, restore at least two offsite
circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

With two or more of the above required diesel generators inoperable,
demonstrat th
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8. l. l. l. a within one hour and
4.8. l. 1.2.a.4, for one diesel generator at a time,.within 2 hours,
and at least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least three of
the diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 24 hours. Restore four diesel generators to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in
at least HOT SHUTOOMH within the next 12 hours and in COLO SHUTOOMH

within the fol lowing 24 hours. zoos ~~< j'gz~zf ~@~Xi
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'l.'LECTRICAL POWER SYSTB15

SURVEILLANCE RE UIRENENTS

4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class 1E distribution system shall be:

a. Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying correct
breaker alignments and indicated power availability, and

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months during shutdown by
transferring, manually and automatically, uni.t power supply from the
normal circuit to the alternate circuit.

4.8. l. 1.2 Each of the above required diesel generators shall be demons
OPERABLE:

'l

a. In accordance with the frequency specified in Table 4.8.1.1.2- ~
-.'

STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

l. Verifying the fuel level in the engine-mounted day fuel tank.

2. Verifying the fuel level-in the fuel storage tank.

3. Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts and transfers fuel from
the storage system to the engine-mounted day fuel tank.

4. Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition and accel-
erates to at least 600 rpm in less than or equal to 10 seconds.
The generator voltage and frequency shall be 4160 + 400 volts
and 60 R 3.0 Hz within 10 seconds after the start. signal. The
diesel generator shall be started for this test by using one of
the following signals:

a) Manual.
b) Simulated loss of offsite power by itself.
c) Simulated loss of offsite power in conjunction with an ESF

actuation test signal.
d) An ESF actuation test signal by itself.

b.

5. Verifying the diesel generator is synchronized, loaded to greater
than or equal to 4000 kw

'ndoperates with. this load for at least 60 minutes.
6. Verifying the diesel generator 'is aligned to provide standby

power to the associated emergency busses.

7. Verifying the pressure in all diesel generator air start receivers
to be greater than or equal to 240 psig.

At least once per 31 days and after each operation of the diesel where
the period of operation was greater than or equal to 1 hour by checking
for and removing accumulated water from the engine-mounted day fuel
tanks.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 8-3



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE UImanrrs (Continued)

c. At least once per 92 days and from new fuel oil prior to addition to
the- storage tanks by verifying that a sample obtained in accordance
with ASTM-D270-1975 has a water and sediment content of less than or
equal to .05 volume percent and a kinematic viscosity 8 40 C of0

greater than or equal to 1.3 but less than or aqual to 2.4 for 1Q o41
or 1.9 but 4.1 for 2D oil when tested in ogcgV4AMA V45h
ASTM-D975-77, and an impurity level of less thorn 2 mg. of insolpigj.es
per 100 ml. when tested in accordance with AST&D227/p-.70.

d. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations for this class of standby service.

2. Verifying the diesel generator capability to reject a 'load of
greater than or equal to 1425 kw while maintaining voltage at
4160 + 400 volts and frequency at 60 + 3.0 Hz.

3. Verifying the diesel generator capability to reject a load of
4000 kw without tripping. The generator voltage shall not exceed
4560 volts during and following the load rejection.

Simulating a loss-of-offsite power in conjunction with an ECCS

actuation test signal, and:

a. Verifying deenergization of the emergency busses and load
shedding from the emergency busses.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 8 — 4



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE UIREM1KZS (Continued)

b. Verifying the diesel generator starts on the auto-start
signal, energizes the emergency busses with permanently
connected loads within 10 seconds> energizes the
auto-connected loads through the load timers and operates for
greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is
loaded with the emergency loads. After onergization> ghe
steady state voltage and frequency of the emergency busses
shall be maintained, at 4160 + 400 volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz
during this test.

mes
msger C

c. Verifying that all automatic diesel generator trips, except
engine overspeed~.generator differential and engine low lube
oil pressure, are automatically bypassed upon loss of voltage
on the emergency bus concurrent with an ECCS actuation
signal.

N

Verifying the diesel generator operates for at least 24 hours.
During the first g hours of this test, the diesel generator shall
be loaded to greater than or equal to 4700 kw and during the
remaining 22 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall be
loaded to 4000 kw. The generator voltage and frequency shall be
4160 + or 400 volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz within 10 seconds after the
start signal; the steady state generator voltage and frequency
shall be maintained within these limits during this test.

ho u >Wta
Verifyin that the auto-connected loads to each diesel generator

7. do not exceed the 2000-hour rating of 4700 kW, for diesel
generators A, B, C and D and the continuous rating of 5000 kW for
diesel generator E.

P. Verifying the diesel generator's capability to:

a. Synchronize with the off-site power source while the
generator is loaded with its emergency loads upon a simulated
restoration of off-site power.

b. Transfer its loads to the off-site power source, and

c. Be restored to its standby status.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3I4 8-5
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INSERT D

6. Verify tKahat. restart capability of the diesel by verifying the diesel
generatoastaitrs on the auto-start signal, energizes the emergency busses
with permanently connected loads within 10 seconds and operates for
greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is-loaded with the
shutdown loads., After energization, the steady state voltage and
frequency of the emergency busses shall be maintained at 4160 i 200 volts
and 60 + 0.5K'uring this test. This test shall be performed within 5
minutes of completing a one hour run at 4000K'r within 5 minutes after
operating temperatures have stabilized at a load of 4008M.





ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

9m. Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a test
mode and connected to its bus, a simulated ECCS actuation signal
overrides the test mode by (1) returning the diesel generator to
standby operation, and (2) automatically energizes the emergency
loads with off-site power.

10+1. Verifying that each diesel generator loading sequence timer
shown in Table 4.8.1.1.2-2 is OPERABLE with its setpoint within
+ 10% of its design setpoint.

Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features do
ne}'revent'ieselgenerator starting and/or operation ~ when n>

required:

a. Engine overspeed.

b. Generator differential.

c. Engine low lube oil pressure.

e. At least once per 10 years or after any modifications which could
affect diesel generator interdependence by starting all diesel
generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that all
diesel generators accelerate to at least 600 rpm in less than or equal
to 10 seconds.

f. At least once per 10 years by:

1. Draining each fuel oil storage tank, removing t'e accumulated
sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite or
equivalent solution, and

2. Performing a pressure test of those portions of the diesel fuel
oil system designed to Section III, subsection ND of the ASME
Code in accordance with ASME Code Section XI Article IWD-5000.

4.8.1.1.3 When substituting diesel generator E for diesel generator A,B,C or
D, diesel generator E shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:

a. Verifying diesel generator E energizes the appropriate emergency bus.

b. Verifying that at least once within the previous 31 days the following
have been verified:

1. The fuel level. in the engine-mounted day"fuel tank.

2. The fuel level in the fuel storage tank.

3. The fuel transfer pump started and transferred fuel from the
storage system to the engine-mounted day fuel tank.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 8 — 6
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

4. The diesel manually started from ambient condition and
accelerates to at least 600 rpm in less than or equal to 10
seconds. The generator voltage and frequency were
4160 + 400 volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz within 10 seconds after the
start signal.

5. The diesel generator was synchronized, loaded to greater than or
equal to 4000 kw and
operated with this load for at least 60 minutes.

6. The pressure in the diesel generator air start receivers to be
greater than or equal to 240 psig.

c ~ Verifying that at least once within the previous 31 days and after
each operation of the diesel, within the previous 31 days, where the
period of operation was greater than or equal to 1 hour that a check
was made for accumulated water from the engine-mounted day fuel
tanks.

d. Verifying that at least once within the previous 92 days and from new
fuel oil prior to addition to the storage tanks that a sample
obtained in accordance with ASTM-D270-1975 has a water and sediment
content of less than or equal to .05 volume percent and a kinematic
viscosity 8 40'C of greater than or equal to 1.3 but less than or
equal to 2.4 for 1D oil or 1.9 but 4.1 for 2D oil when tested in
accordance with ASTM-D975-77, and an impurity level of less than 2
mg. of insolubles per 100 ml. when tested in accordance with
ASTM-D2274-70.

e. Verifying that at least once within the previous 18 months if
specification 4.8.1.1.2.d has not been performed:

An inspection in accordance with procedures prepared in
conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations for this
class of standby service was performed.

2. The diesel generators capability to reject a load of greater
than or equal to 1425 kw while maintaining voltage at 4160 + 400
volts and frequency at 60 + 3.0 Hz was tested.

3 ~ The diesel generators capability to reject a load of 4000 kw
without tripping. The generator voltage shall not exceed 4360
volts during and following the load rejection was tested.

4,

SUSJUEHANNA-

The diesel generator operated for at least 24 hours. During the
first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator was loaded to
greater than or equal to 4700 kW and during the remaining 22
hours of this test, the diesel generator was be loaded to 4000
kW. The generator voltage and frequency shall be 4160 + 400
volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz within 10 seconds after the start signal;
the steady state generator voltage and frequency were maintained
within these limits during this test.
UNIT 1 3/4 8 — 7
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)
do vga pfcvpH

5. The following diesel generator lockout features prevented diesel
generator starting and/or operation ~ when required:

fldt.
a) Engine overspeed.
b) Generator differential.
c) Engine low lube oil pressure.

6. Either:

a) That on a rotational basis, diesel generator E was
substituted for diesel generator A, B, C, or D and a
loss-of-offsite power was simulated in con)unction with an
ECCS actuation test signal and:

i) Diesel generator E started on the auto start signal,
energized the emergency busses with permanently
connected loads within 10 seconds, energized the
auto-connected loads through the load timers and
operated for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while
its generator is loaded with the emergency loads.
After energization, the steady state voltage and
frequency of the emergency busses were maintained at
4160 + 400 volts and 60 + 30 Hz during this test, and

ii) With the diesel generator operating in a test mode and
connected to its bus, a simulated ECCS actuation
signal overrode the test mode by (1) returning the
diesel generator to standby operation, and (2)
automatically energizes the emergency loads with
off-site power; or

b) That by simulatin'g a 'loss-of-offsite power in con)unction
with 'an ECCS actuation test signal and:

i) Diesel generator E started on the auto start signal,
energized the simulated emergency bus with simulated
permanently conn'ected loads 'within 10'seconds,
energized the simulated auto-connected loads'nd
operated for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while
its generator is loaded with the simulated emergency
loads. After energization, the steady state voltage
and frequency of the emergency busses were maintained
at 4160 + 400 volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz during this test,
and

ii) On a rotational basis, diesel generator E was
substituted for diesel generator A, B, C, or D and
verify that diesel generator E energized the
appropriate emergency bus.

SUSQUEHANNA — UNIT 1 3/4 8 — 8
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ELECTRICAL POMER SYSTEMS

SURVEILIJLNCE UIREMENTS (Continued

e. Verifying that once per 10 years if Specification
4.8.1,1.2f has not been performed:

1. The fuel oil storage tank has been drained, removing
the accumulated sediment and cleaned using a sodium
hypochlorite or equivalent solution, and

2. A pressure test of those portions of the diesel fuel
oil system designed to Section III, subsection ND of
the ASME Code in accordance with ASME Code Section II
Article IWD-5000 has been performed.

4.8.1..1.4 ~Ra orts - All distal iaaarator failaras, valid or aoavalid, shall
be reported to the Commission in a Special Report. pursuant to Specification
6.9.2 within 30 days. Reports of diesel generator failures shall include the
information recommended in Regulatory Position C3.b of Regulatory Guide la108>
Revision 1, August 1977. If the number of failures on the required diesel
generators in the last 100 valid tests, on a per nuclear unit basis, is 0

greater than or equal to 7, the report shall be supplemented to include the
additional information recommended in Regulatory Position C3.b,of Regulatory
Guild 1,108, Revision 1, August 1977.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 8 - 9



TABLE 4.8.1.1.2-1

DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDULE

Number of Failures in
Last 100 Valid Tests*f Test Fre uenc

At least once per 31 days

At least once per 14 days

At least once per 7 days

O4 At least once per 3 days

*Criteria for determining number of failures and number of valid tests shall
be in accordance with Regulatory Position C.2.e of Regulatory Guild 1.108,
Revision 1, August 1977, where the last 100 tests are 'determined on a perd~i basis. For the purposes of this test schedule, only valid tests
con ucted after the OL issuance date shall be included in the computation of
the "last 100 valid tests." Entry into this test schedule shall be made at
the 31 day.test frequency.

PWhen diesel generator E is not aligned to the Class 1E distribution system,
any failures will not be credited to the total failures for determining the
test frequency of the diesel generators required to be OPERABLE.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4,. 8 — 10





3(4.8 ELECTRICAL POMR SYSTEMS

3 4.8,1 A.C SOURCES

A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE'.

Two physically independent circuits betwoen the off-site
trans-i~„„'etwork

and the on-site Class 1E distribution systomN and

b. Pour of the five separate and independent diesel generators+, each
with:

1. Separate engine mounted day fuel tanks containing a minimum of
325 gallons of fuel.

'k 0

2. A separate fuel storage system containing a minimum of 47",570
'allons of fuel for diesel generators A, B, C, 6 D; and 60,480

gallons for diesel generator E, and

3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION

a.

gC

b

*Shared with Unit l.



INSERT A

a. With one off-site circuit of the above 3.8.1.l.a required A.C.
electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY Of
the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.l.l.a within one hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter
and Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours
sequentially on four diesel generators unless previously and
successfully tested'within the last 24 hours; restore at least two
off-site circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours.

b. With one diesel generator of 3.8.1.1.b inoperable for any reason other
than aligning diesel generator E to the Class lE distribution system,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the A.C. off-site sources by performing
Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.l.a within 1 hour and at least once
per 8 hours thereafter; and if the diesel generator became inoperable
due to any cause other than preplanned preventative maintenance or
testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE diesel
generator by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within
24 hours; restore the diesel generator to OPERABLE status within 72
hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

c. With one off-site circuit and one diesel generator inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.a within one hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter; and if the diesel generator became
inoperable due to any cause other than preplanned preventative
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
OPERABLE diesel generator by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8 hours, restore one of the inoperable sources to
OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
Restore the other A.C. power source (off-site circuit or diesel
generator) to OPERABLE status in accordance with the provisions of
Section 3.8.1. Action Statement a or b, as appropriate with the time
requirement of that Action Statement based on the time of initial loss
of the remaining inoperable A.C. power sources. A successful test of
diesel OPERABILITY per Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4
performed under this Action Statement for an OPERABLE diesel or a
restored to OPERABLE diesel satisfies the diesel generator test
requirement of Action Statement a or b.
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Prfor to but wfthfn 24 hours of reaevfng any dfesel generator fro+ servfce fn
orden ta do woA assocfated wfth tyfng fn the addftfonal dfesel generator,
Surve0llaace Requfremont 4.8.X.1.2.a.4 shall be perforaed on the dfesel
genetsC4te whfch are to remafn fn servfce.

Non any dfesel generator fs removed froe servfce fn order to do worg asso.cfated wfth tyfng fn the addftfonal dfosel generator, the ACTIONS shall read
as follows:

aNfth one dfesel generator of the above requfred A.C. electrfcal power
sources fnoperab1e, desonstrate the OPERABILITY of the ~fnfng A,C.
sources by perf'orefng Survefllance Requfresents 4.8.1.1.1.a wfthfn onehour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, wfthfn 72 hours and at least once per 72 hoursthereafter; restore at least four dfesel generators to OPERABLE statuswfthfn 60 days of accumulated tfe-fn outage tfao for all four dfesels or
be fn at least HOT SHUTDOQi wfthfn the next I2 hours and fn COLD SHUTDOWNwfthfn the followfng 24 hours. The provfsfons of Specftfcatfon 3.0.4 are
not appl fcable.

b. Nth one offsfte cfrcuft and one dfesel generator of the above requfred
A.C. electrfcal power sources fnoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY ofthe resafnfng A.C. sources by perforafng Survefllance Roqufrements
4.8.1.1.1.a wfthfn one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, wfthfn 24 hours and atleast once per 72 hours thereafter; restore at least ba offsfto cfrcuftsto OPERABLE status wfthfn I2 hours or be fn at least HOT SHUTDOHI wfthfn
the next X2 hours and fn COLD SHUTDOWN wfthfn tha followfng 24 hours. Nththe two offsfte cfrcufts restored to OPERABCK status, follow ACTION a.

c. fifth one dfesel generator of the above requfred A.C. electr fcal power
sources fnoperable, fn addftfon to ACTION a or b, above, verffy wfthfn
2 hours that all requfred systems, subsysteas, trafns, components and
devfces that depend on the reaafnfng dfesel generators as a source of
emergency power are also OPERABLE except as noted fn Specfffcatfon
3.7.1.2; otherwfso, be fn.at 1east HOT SHUTDON wfthfn the next I2 hours

~ and fn COLD SHUTGSO wfthfn the followfng 24 hours.

4. Nth two of the above requfred offsfte cfrcufts fnoperable, deaonstrate
the OPERABILITY of four dfosel generators by parf'ormfng Survefllance
Requfreaent 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, for one dfesel generator at a tfme, wfthfn
four hours and at least once per 8 hours thereafter, unless the dfesel
generators are already operatfng; restore at least one of the fnoperabl ~
offsfte cfrcufts to OPERABLE status wfthfn 24 hours or be fn at least HOT
S Cf90bS 'Wthfn the next Q hours. Wfth only one offsfte cfrcuft restored
te QPSQLSLK status, restore at least two offsfte cfrcufts to OPERABLE
states wfthfn 72 hours from tfme of fnftfal loss or be fn at least HOT
SHUTWNO wfthfn the next I2 hours and fn COLD SHUTDONI wfthfn the followfng
24 hours.

e. Nth two or sore of the above requfred dfesel generators fnoperable, deaon-
strate the OPERABILITY of the ~fnfng A.C. sources by perforafng Sur
vofllonce Requfresent 4.8.1.1.l.a wfthfn one hour and 4.8.L1.2.a.4, for
one dfosel generator at a tfme, wfthfn 2 hours; restore at least three of
the dfesel generators to OPERABLE status wfthfn 2 hours or be fn at least
HOT SHUTDOWN wfthfn the next I2 hours and fn COLD SHVTlXSN wfthfn the fol-
1owfng?4 hours. Nth three dfesel generators restored to OPERABLE status>
follow ACTION a.

SUSgQKSQC4 UNIT 2 3/4 8-1a aeeneent No.19 ",
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION Continued

ACTION (Cnntinued)

With one diesel generator of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable for any reason other than aligning diesel
generator E to the„ Class 1E distribution system, in addition to
ACTION ~~, above, verify within 2 hours that all required
systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices that depend on
the remaining diesel generators as a source of emergency power are

12 ho
also OPERABLE; otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN withi th t

ours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
n e nex

> I~ance
per 8 hovrs Whar 4.8

rm ng urvei ance equ rement 4.8. l. 1. l.a within one hour and
. . 1. 1.2.a.4, for one diesel generato~ at a time, within 2 hours,

and at least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least three of
the die'sel generators to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLO SHUTDOWN

within the following 24 hours. Restore four diesel generators to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in
at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours d in COLO SHUT OW

within the following 24 hours. p ~o~~ ~g d~~~t ~p~gpp~~
per ~veil aece utremenn< 48. l,l,2..a.4 pet'knii&u.neer ~<a

a rt.'~@red W OPIA~ bi~ ~ia6c 4
d<~g qpyeem t~+reqoiregM o% AcHo~ S+¹~+ b.

e.A; With two
the OPERA

of the above required offsite circuits inoperable demonst at
BILITY of four diesel generators by performing Surveillance

e

Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, for one diesel generator at a time, within

generators are already operating; restore at least one of the inoper-
able offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. With only one offsite
circuit restored to OPERABLE status, restore at least two offsite
circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLO
SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. ~eG'sgr 8
With two or more of'he above required diesel generators inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remainin A.C. sources b

tA suCdMRI +nkCA) d chdn~l op~A'>~~ Pd'"

y'~i ~,A'eS 4 e dieSd qsiieTn+< ~~ O'~~

'544lhA8+LE A.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.8. 1. 1. 1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class 1E distribution system shall be:.

'a 0

b.

4.8.1.1.2
OPERABLE:

Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying chal'rect
breaker alignments and indicated power availability, and

Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months during shutdown by
transferring, manually and automatically, unit power supply from the
normal circuit to the alternate circuit.

Each of the above required diesel generators shall be demonstrated

a ~ In accordance with the frequency specified in Table 4..8.1.1.2-1 on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

l. Verifying the fuel level in the engine-mounted day fuel tank.

2. Verifying the fuel level in the fuel storage tank.-

3.

4.

Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts and transfers. fuel from
the storage system to the engine-mounted day fuel tank.

4

Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition and accel"
crates to at least 600 rpm in less than or equal to 10 seconds.
The generator voltage and frequency shall be 4l60 i 400 volts
and 60 t 3.0 Hz within 10 seconds after the start signal. The
diesel generator shall be started for this test by using one of
the following signals:

a) Manual.
b) 'imulated loss of offsite power by itself.
c) Simulated loss of offsite power in conjunction with an ESF

actuation test signal.
d) An ESF actuation test signal by itself.

t

5. Verifying the diesel generator is synchronized, loaded to greater
than or, equal to 4000 kw

'ndoperates with this load for at least 60 minutes.

6. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby
,power to the associated emergency busses.

'

7. Verifying the pressure in all diesel generator air start receivers
to be greater than ot equal to 240 psig.

t

At least. once per 31 days and after each operation of the diesel where
the period of operation was greater than or equal to 1 hour by checking
for and removing accumulated water from the engine-mounted day fuel
tanks.

SUSQUEHANNA.- UNIT 2 '3/4 8-3
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ELECTRIChL P0MR SYSTEHS

SURVHIILAICR Coatinued

QQgQlgfgg I ioig~f~ffgita yovor in congunction viih an ECCS

actuation test signal ~

a. Verifying deonergisatfon of the emergency busses and toad
sheddiag from the emergency busses.

b. Vorffyfng the diosol goneratox starts on the auto-staxt
signal> onergixes tho emergeacy busses vith parmanontly
connected loads vfthia 10 seconds, onorgixos tho
aut~onnected loads through tho load timers end oparatos for
greater than or equal to 5 minutes vhile its gonoratox io
loaded vith the emergeacy loads. hfter oaorgixntioa, who
steady state voltage and frequency of the emargoncy bussoo
shall be maintained at 4160 + 400 volts and 60 + 3.0 Hs
during this test.

Sak
~ev 0

c. Verifying that all automatic diesel gonoxator trips, excopC
ongfae overspeed, generator diffexential and engine 1m'ube
oil pressure, are automatically bypassed upon loss of

volta'n

the emexgoncy bus concurrent vith an ECCS actuation
signal.d-

5.+. Verifying the dfesol generator operates for at least 24 hours.
During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall
be loaded to greater than or equal to 4700 kv and duriag the
remainiag 22 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall be
loaded to 4000 kv. The geaoratox'oltage end frequency shall be
4160 + or 400 volts aad 60 + 3.0 Hs vithfn 10 seconds aftex'he
start signal; the steady state genoxator voltage and fx'equoacy
shall be maintained vithfn those limits dux'ing this test. Hf&eh&a

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ calcu( N~
7.$ . Verifying at the auto-connected loads to each diesel generator

do not exceed the 2000-hour rating of 4700 kW. for diesel
generators k, B, C and D and the continuous rating of 5000 kW for
dfeso$ generator E.

Verifying the diesel generator's capability to:

a. Synchroafxo vfth the off-site povor source while tho
generator fs loaded vith its emorgency loads upon a simulated
restoration of off-site povor.

SUSQUHU!HHh UNIT 2 3/4 8 - 5
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XNSERT D

6. Verify'he he@ restart capability of the diesel by verifying the diesel
generator atarta. on the auto-start signal; energizea the emergency busses
with permanently connected loada Wthin 10 seconds and operates for
greater than or equal to 5 minutes @bile ita generator ia loaded vith the
shutdown loads. After energization, the steady state voltage and
frequency of the emergency busses shall be maintaine4 at 4140 $00 Vqkts
and 60 4 0.58m during this teat. This tost shall be performed +1th'q
minutes of coarpleting a one hour run at, 4000K'r vithin 5 mirutoc >x "o
operating temperatures have stabilized at a load of 4000@7.





ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

b. Transfer its loads to the off-site power source, and

c. Be restored to its standby status.

9. Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a test
mode and connected to its bus, a simulated ECCS actuation signal
overrides the test mode by (1) returning the diesel generator to
standby operation, and (2) automatically energizes the emergency
loads with off-site power.

10. Verifying that each diesel generator loading sequence timer
shown in Table 4.8.1.1.2-2 is OPERABLE with its setpoint within
+ 10% of its design setpoint.

do go~
Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features
prevent diesel generator starting and/or operation ~ when
required: ncaa

a. Engine overspeed.

b. Generator differential.

c. Engine low lube oil pressure.

e. At least once per 10 years or after any modifications which could
affect diesel generator interdependence by starting all diesel
generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that all
diesel generators accelerate to at least 600 rpm in less than or equal
to 10 seconds.

f. At least once per 10 years by:

1. Draining each fuel oil storage tank, removing the accumulated
sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite or
equivalent solution, and

2. Performing a pressure test of those portions of the diesel fuel
oil system designed to Section III, subsection ND of the ASME
Code in accordance with ASME Code Section XI Article IWD-5000.

SUSQUEHANNA — UNIT 2 3/48-6
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

4.8.1.1.3 When, substituting diesel generator E for diesel generator A,B,C or
D, diesel generator E shall be 'demonstrated„OPERABLE by:

a. Verifying diesel generator E energizes the appropriate emergency bus.

b. Verifying that't least once within the previous 31 days the following
have been verified:

1. The fuel level in the engine-mounted day fuel tank.

2. The fuel level in the fuel storage tank.

3. The fuel transfer pump started and transferred fuel from the
storage system to the'ngine-mounted day fuel tank.

4. The diesel manually started from ambient condition and
accelerates to at least 600 rpm in less than or equal to 10
seconds. The generator voltage and frequency were
4160 + 400 volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz within 10 seconds after the
start signal.

5. The diesel generator was synchronized, loaded to greater than or
equal to 4000 kw and
operated with this load for at least 60 minutes.

6. The pressure in the diesel generator air start receivers to be
greater than or equal to 240 psig.

C ~ Verifying that at least once within the previous 31 days and after
each operation of the diesel, within the previous 31 days, where the
period of operation was greater than or equal to 1 hour that' check
was made for accumulated water from the engine-mounted day fuel
tanks.

d. Verifying that at least once within the previous 92 days and from new
fuel oil prior to addition to the storage tanks that a sample
obtained in accordance with ASTM-D270-1975 has a water and sediment
content of less than or equal to .05 volume percent and a kinematic
viscosity 8 40'C of greater than, or equal to 1.3 but less than or
equal to 2.4 for 1D oil or 1.9 but 4.1 for 2D oil when tested in

, accordance with ASTM-D975-77, and an impurity level of less than 2
mg. of insolubles per 100 ml. when tested in accordance with
ASTM-D2274-70.

e. Verifying that at least once within the previous 18 months if
specification 4.8.1.1.2.d has not been performed:

l. An inspection in accordance with procedures prepared in
conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations for this
class of standby service was performed.

SUSQUEHANNA — UNIT 2 3/4 8 — 7
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

2. The diesel generators capability to regect a load of greater
than or equal to 1425 kw while maintaining voltage at 4160 + 400
volts and frequency at 60 + 3.0 Hz was tested.

3. The diesel generators capability to reject a load of 4000 kw
without tripping. The generator voltage shall not exceed 4360
volts during and following the load rejection was tested.

4,

5 ~

The diesel generator operated for at least 24 hours. During the
first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator was loaded to
greater than or equal to 4700 kW and during the remaining 22
hours of this test, the diesel generator was be loaded to 4000
kW. The generator voltage and frequency shall be 4160 + 400
volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz within 10 seconds after the start signal;
the steady state generator voltage and frequency were maintained
within these limits during this test.

The following diesel generator lockout features prevent: . diesel
generator starting and/or operation ~ when required:

not
a) Engine overspeed.
b) Generator differential.
c) Engine low lube oil pressure.

6. Either:

a) That on a rotational basis, diesel generator E was
substituted for diesel generator A, B, C, or D and a
loss-of-offsite power was simulated in conjunction with an
ECCS actuation test signal and:

i) Diesel generator E started on the auto start signal,
energized the emergency busses with permanently
connected loads within 10 seconds, energized the
auto-connected loads through the load timers and
operated for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while
its generator is loaded with the emergency loads.
After energization, the steady state voltage and
frequency of the emergency busses were maintained at
4160 + 400 volts and 60 + 30 Hz during this test, and

ii) With the diesel generator operating in a test mode and
connected to its bus, a simulated ECCS actuation
signal overrode the test mode by (1) returning the
diesel generator to standby operation, and (2)
automatically energizes the emergency loads with
off-site power; or

SUSQUEHANNA — UNIT 2 3/4 8 — 8
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEIKLANCE UIREMENTS (Continued)

b) That by simulating a loss-of-offsite power in con]unction
with an ECCS actuation test signal and:

i) 'iesel generator E started on the auto start signal,
energized the simulated emergency bus with simulated
permanently connected loads within 10 seconds,,
energized the simulated auto-connected loads and
operated for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while
its generator is loaded with the simulated emergency
loads. After energization, the steady state voltage
and frequency of the emergency busses were maintained
at 4160 i 400 volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz during this test,
and

ii) On a rotational basis, diesel generator E was
substituted for diesel generator A, B> C, or D and
verify that diesel generator E energized the
appropriate emergency bus.

e. Verifying that once per 10 years if Specification
4.8.1.1.2f has not been performed:

1. The fuel oil storage tank has been drained, removing
the accumulated sediment and cleaned using a sodium
hypochlorite or equivalent solution, and

2. A pressure test of those portions of the diesel fuel
oil system designed to Section III, subsection ND of
the ASME Code in accordance with ASME Code Section II
Article IWD-5000 has been performed.

4.g.1.1.4 ~ge orts - All diesel generator failures, valid or nonvalid, shall
be reported to the Commission in a Special Report pursuant to Specification
6.9.2 within 30 days. Reports of diesel generator failures shall include the
information recommended in Regulatory Position C3.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108,
Revision 1, August 1977. If the number of failures on the required diesel
generators in the ?ast 100 valid tests, on a per nuclear unit basis, is
greater than or equal to 7, the report shall be supplemented to include the
additional information recommended in Regulatory Position C3.b of Regulatory
Guild 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977.
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TABLE 4.8.1.1.2-1

DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDULE

Number of Failures in
Last 100 Valid Tests*f Test Fre uenc

At least once per 31 days

At least once per 14 days

At least once per 7 days

At least once per 3 days

~Criteria for determining number of failures and number of valid tests shall
be in accordance with Regulatory Position C2.e of Regulatory Guild 1.108,
Revision 1, August 1977, where the last 100 tests are determined on a per

conducte a ter the OL issuance date shall be included in the computation of
the "last 100 valid'ests." Entry into this test schedule shall be made at
the 31 day-test frequency.

PWhen diesel generator E is not aligned to the Class lE distribution system,
any failures will"not be credited to the total failures for determining the
test frequency of the diesel generators required to be OPERABLE.

/
/
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